INTRODUCTION
PSYCHIC RENDITION [definition] is the process of using some artificial technique to force a spirit into
a situation it does not desire, or, in the case of a spirit too immature to make an independent choice, to
force such a spirit into a situation contrary to the natural influences of karma.
Psychic Rendition is a Spiritual crime in most cases. However, for universal law enforcement, IGP, the
intergalactic police, are authorized to use psychic rendition to remove certain psychically advanced
criminals from the creation when their activities threaten the natural order of the creation.
The planet Earth is a "rogue planet" whose leaders defy the universal laws and have consistently rejected
any initiatives to reform. IGP does not operate on Earth because of attacks upon its personnel by the
malevolent leaders. The planet has been scheduled for destruction. However, in the meantime, it
remains essentially a "paradise for evil".
EXAMPLE OF PSYCHIC RENDITION AS AN ABUSE [CRIME]
On a planet where most people have no conception of even the most elementary attributes of the
creation, such as reincarnation or even that they are/have a Soul at all, it is easy for the malevolent
leaders to manipulate the ignorant. One problem, however, is that Souls are not so ignorant before they
are born into a body somewhere on earth. They generally get to see and choose their future life. Since
the planet is "a mess", many choose not to come here which is their right. When the quantity of new
bodies being produced exceeds the human Souls willing to accept them, the natural system switches to
"minion incarnations" which means that any available Soul from the animal kingdom will be assigned to
that body. The resulting "human", of course, tends to behave like the animal it actually is leading to a
highly disruptive and unpredictable population.
Lately hospitals linked to the government, such as hospitals linked to universities, where doctors with
top secret clearances operate, have been setting up charged Faraday cages in an attempt to force the
Souls from dying patients into the unborn babies of pregnant women. The "scam" works like this. A
"hospice style" ward for those expected to die is placed next to a ward for pregnant women and both are
enclosed by a Faraday cage. This may not at all be obvious since the cage would be built into the walls,
floor and ceiling and the wards would be separated by nonmetallic walls so that there would appear to be
no connection between the two at all. Both groups of patients, of course, as well as visitors and hospital

staff would have no clue as to what was really going on. Only the doctors and staff with top secret
clearances would know. Now, when one of the hospice people dies, they would find, to their great
surprise, that they were not "really dead" at all. However, they would be trapped in the Faraday cage.
Since they led a live of total Spiritual ignorance, they are now completely scared and confused.
Normally, they would drift up to the Astral plane where those assigned to work with the newly dead
would help them. But, they are captured by the Faraday cage and cannot get out. In this situation, the
womb of one of the pregnant girls appears to them as a "safe dark cave". When they enter, they are
trapped in the new baby body and cannot escape. So, they are forced into another lifetime against their
will. This retention initiative keeps Souls earthbound and guarantees a supply of new high quality slaves
for the malevolent masters.
EXAMPLE OF PSYCHIC RENDITION AS A DEFENSE [JUSTIFIABLE]
Because government operatives have become psychically aware, a new class of "warrior" has emerged.
The new warrior is totally fearless. Death is meaningless to them because they are trained to return to
their "control" where they will simply possess a new body and continue on as if nothing happened.
These people are naturally "smug" because they feel they are immortal and no force can harm them.
However, there are ways to defend yourself if you come under attack by one of these psychic criminals.
Here is a sample procedure to use to eliminate someone like this.
The psychic criminal must be captured alive. Killing it by conventional means would have no effect
because it would be fitted with a new body in a matter of minutes. The captured criminal must
immediately be locked in a charged Faraday cage with an uninterruptible power supply for transport to a
safe location. Then, a psychically competent person, such as a master of Voodoo or Witchcraft, must
prepare the "banishment ritual" which will send the spirit of the criminal into one of the so called "hell
worlds" or some equally unpleasant place. At the appropriate point in the ritual, the criminal can be
terminated and the electric field switched off. The criminal will try to follow instructions and return to
"control" for a new body. However, it will be captured by the vortex created by the magic ritual and
sent to the destination selected where it will never be able to return to the earth. Its psychic buddies will
search for it but will never be able to find it, communicate with it or help it.

